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Topic: REVISION WORKSHEET NO. 4 

Long answer questions & Writing Skill 

Subject: ENGLISH  

 

 

Long Answer Questions 

1. How far is it true that John Clay’s idea of the Red-Headed League is both interesting and effective? 

Support your answer with suitable references from the play. 

2. Write a character sketch of Kiran Mazumdar-Shaw bringing out her leadership qualities, her visionary 

spirit, her determination to battle against all odds and her innate desire to make a difference to the 

society and the people who live in it. 

3. Describe the lady who was helped by a kind boy in the poem ‘Somebody’s Mother’? 

4. What does Kailash Satyarthi say about the quality of compassion? 

5. With suitable references from the text, describe how Sachin’s entry into the world of cricket was not 

only challenging but also a great learning experience. 

6. The tongs bought by Hamid at the fair for three pice are mocked at by his friends but they soon wish 

they could have bought them too. How is this change of attitude brought about by Hamid? Answer 

with suitable instances from the story. 

7. How can we achieve success according to the poet Harper? 

8. What measures would you like to suggest to the government to ensure that every child attends 

school? 

9. What do you learn from the poem ‘Nine Gold Medals’? 

10. Why is peace important? 

WRITING SKILLS 

11. Complete the story in any suitable way making it interesting giving a title and moral to it. (120 

– 150 words) 

Outlines: Once upon a time there lived a young boy called Bunty. He came from a very poor 

family. One fine day he left home and came to Mumbai and started polishing shoes at the 

Mumbai Central Railway Station …………………………………….. 

12. Renuka was writing a story for her school magazine. However she was unable to complete it. 

Complete it in 120-150 words. 

‘As Ritu moved out of the mall, she realized that her younger brother was left behind. She 

rushed back to the shop she had visited last ……………………………… 

13. You are Nikhil/ Nisha staying in 53, Banjara Hills, Hyderabad. Last summer, you bought a 

colour television from the ‘Clear Vision’ of Hyderabad with a warranty of 2 years. Now you 

discovered that the picture gets blurred every now and then. Even the sound has become 

defective. Write a letter to the dealer complaining about the problem and requesting him to 

get the defect rectified. Also request him to replace it, if needed against the warranty that 

goes with it.  

14. None can imagine life without mobile phones these days. But apart from being a great utility, 

it has also posed certain health hazards. Write an article in 120 words about the same. 

15. You were a part of the Virtual Republic Day celebration in your school.  

Write a diary entry in about 100 words describing the event. 

16. You are the Secretary of Students’ Club. Design a poster spreading an awareness on booster 

dose for school going students. 

 

CONTENT PREPARED AT HOME. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


